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3D Systems and
EmberSurge Join Forces
- Experienced Reseller Adds Leading 3D Printers To Its Portfolio Of DesignTo-Manufacturing Solutions ROCK HILL, South Carolina, November 22, 2010 – 3D Systems (NASDAQ:
TDSC) announced today that it added EmberSurge, a recognized, successful Silicon
Valley Reseller and service provider to its growing network of 3D printers and solutions
providers.
With a qualified team of experienced engineers and service professionals,
EmberSurge delivers comprehensive sales and support for 3D printers along with part
printing services in the San Francisco Bay Area. They now offer local access to the
entire lineup of 3D Systems’ personal, professional and production 3D Printers
throughout Northern California.
“We are pleased to add a professional reseller and service provider of the caliber
of EmberSurge to our network. The EmberSurge team is highly qualified and well
positioned to represent our comprehensive range of personal, professional and
production 3D Printers,” said Michele Marchesan, vice president sales, 3D printing, 3D
Systems Corporation.
“In the heart of Silicon Valley where product development is ever-changing and
the demand for new and better technology drives innovation, EmberSurge selected 3D
Systems technologies based on our customer’s need for finer detail, higher resolution,
and better functional prototypes,” sited Sandra Madrigal, CEO of EmberSurge. “3D
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systems ProJet™ technology is bar none the highest resolution, best fine feature detail,
and truest representation of the design in the 3-D printing industry, period.”

About 3D Systems Corporation
3D Systems is a leading provider of 3-D Printing, Rapid Prototyping and
Manufacturing systems and parts solutions. Its expertly integrated solutions reduce
the time and cost of designing products and facilitate direct and indirect
manufacturing by creating actual parts directly from digital input. These solutions
are used for design communication and prototyping as well as for production of
functional end-use parts: our customers Create With Confidence.
More information on the company is available at www.3DSystems.com,
www.printin3D.com, www.bitsfrombytes.com, www.toptobottomdental.com,
www.3Dproparts.com, www.mqast.com, www.dpt-fast.com, blog.3Dsystems.com,
or via email at moreinfo@3Dsystems.com.

About EmberSurge
EmberSurge provides customers with a full comprehensive suite of equipment and
service offerings to enable state-of-the-art, low overhead, cutting edge technology
solutions for product design and development needs. Reducing both cost and time,
EmberSurge offers many different prototyping equipment, services, and training
options to enable in house prototyping. With cutting edge technology and over 10
years of experience in rapid prototyping, and the unconventional use of equipment,
EmberSurge is an invaluable partner in design, engineering, and manufacturing.

More information on the company is available at www.embersurge.com.
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